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Featuring:
• Quick and cost-effective set-up
• Simple, scalable subscription
• Secure cloud-based project
management
• Shared projects with access for
specified users
• Centralized TM management
• Ability to share terminology.

Enable your translation team to
deliver quality results faster.
SDL Trados GroupShare Cloud is the ideal solution for speeding up project
management and delivery whilst maintaining translation quality. It is a collaboration
platform which allows small or medium translation teams to work together on
translation projects in a central location within the cloud, by balancing the power
of flexible teamwork with the advantage of central, secure control of files,
resources and user access.

Quick and easy set-up
Hosted by SDL and delivered via the internet, SDL Trados GroupShare Cloud offers
a fast and straightforward set-up process, eliminating the need for the technical
expertise associated with managing an on-premise solution. You only need your
login details to go directly into GroupShare Cloud, and SDL will help you to set up
your space.

Scalability
We know that collaborative projects need to be flexible as things often change at
the last minute. With GroupShare Cloud, new users can easily be added to projects,
so you can add project managers and translators as and when your business
requires. And of course as your business grows, GroupShare Cloud will readily
accommodate for the new users whenever needed.

Security
GroupShare Cloud is hosted in state of the art facilities ensuring full protection of
your data: we don’t use any of your data, and only users granted access by you
can view this data. We use leading technologies to ensure that data is not lost,
and perform daily and weekly backups.

Flexible pricing options
There are also fewer set-up costs associated with GroupShare Cloud. Combined
with the flexibility of simple subscription options, this makes it accessible for small
and medium translation teams.
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Share resources for increased quality and consistency
“The reduction of
administrative work, more
effective ways to manage the
growing volume of content to
be translated and improved
ways to collaborate with
various stakeholders are
seen as key priorities for the
translation supply chain.”

Transform the way your project managers, translators, terminologists and reviewers
work: with simultaneous collaboration on any project wherever your team are,
users can share project files, terminology and translation memories simply and
securely.
Components of GroupShare Cloud
All files required for localization projects and their settings can be stored in a
central location in the GroupShare Cloud platform which can be accessed by all
assigned users.

- SDL TTI Research 2016

Flexible sharing of translation memories
Through GroupShare Cloud, all parties in the supply chain can be given access to
the translation memories associated with the project they are working on. Project
managers don’t have to worry about TM file administration; they simply share the
TMs which are then updated in real time while translating.
By centralizing a translation memory, its content becomes available to everyone
involved in the project and users can benefit from each other’s work. TM re-use
increases, boosting localization speed and productivity as well as ensuring better
consistency and quality within the translated text.
Terminology management
We understand the need for project names, search engine keywords, technical
references and legal terms to be kept consistent throughout all customer
communications, markets and languages. In GroupShare Cloud, terminology
is stored in a central location and can be accessed by all users, removing the
challenging practice of sharing terminology via e-mail or Microsoft Excel sheets,
and ensuring consistent and high-quality content from source through to
translation.
GroupShare’s integration with SDL Trados Studio significantly optimizes the
translation process with real-time verification of multilingual terminology.
Translators can automatically apply, edit or add terminology in one familiar
environment.
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Increase productivity with easier project management
and communication
GroupShare Cloud allows you to set up projects within the cloud environment, as
well as work on projects which have been created within SDL Trados Studio and
uploaded to GroupShare in the cloud. With the project component, it is easy to
manage the entire translation process from the cloud platform, distribute resources
and assign tasks to individuals while keeping up to date with their progress.

Efficient project control
Project Managers will find they can do far more in less time with GroupShare
Cloud. The administration time of setting up, monitoring and managing people and
resources is significantly reduced.

Did you know that on average
a Project Manager spends
10 minutes per job to
manage files?
Let’s assume that a Project Manager
has on average 12 jobs a day to
process, which results in 2 hours
a day or 10 hours a week lost in
sending files back and forth. Multiply
this time by the number of Project
Managers in your organization and
you will see how much time your
team can save by eliminating these
time consuming tasks.
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Project managers can assign files, allocate them to a project phase and view
project status at a glance on the intuitive dashboard, offering complete control
and visibility.
Translators or reviewers can seamlessly connect to the files assigned to them in SDL
Trados Studio, easily complete assigned tasks in GroupShare Cloud and advance
them to the next phase. Access to Translation Memories, Files and Termbases is
tightly controlled with user access revoked once the project is completed.
Version control functionality provides real-time access to the latest project assets
and approved content. Project Managers can view project history, download
previous versions and compare different versions of each file.

Easier communication
Notification that a job is ready to be worked on is automatic, reducing the need
for manual emails, adding speed and simplicity to the entire process. Automatic
notifications include upcoming due dates by file, “Task due soon” which is sent
when the due date is nearing and “Task overdue” when the due date has passed.

Alternative GroupShare offerings
For larger translation teams exceeding the user limit of GroupShare Cloud, there
are two options: outsourcing the hosting with a dedicated instance of GroupShare
from SDL, or the on-premise version of GroupShare. If you require full access to
APIs and greater admin functionality, such as the ability to change phase names
and create custom roles, you will also need the on-premise version.
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